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Abstract

Background: Evaluating applications for multi-national, multi-disciplinary, dual-purpose research consortia is highly complex. There has been little research on the peer review process for evaluating grant applications and almost none on how applications for multi-national consortia are reviewed. Overseas development investments are increasingly being channelled into international science consortia to generate high-quality research while simultaneously strengthening multi-disciplinary research capacity. We need a better understanding of how such decisions are made and their effectiveness.

Methods: An award-making institution planned to fund 10 UK-Africa research consortia. Over two annual rounds, 34 out of 78 eligible applications were shortlisted and reviewed by at least five external reviewers before final selections were made by a face-to-face panel. We used an innovative approach involving structured, overt observations of award-making panel meetings and semi-structured interviews with panel members to explore how assessment criteria concerning research quality and capacity strengthening were applied during the peer review process. Data were coded and analysed using pre-designed matrices which incorporated categories relating to the assessment criteria.

Results: In general the process was rigorous and well-managed. However, lack of clarity about differential weighting of criteria and variations in the panel’s understanding of research capacity strengthening resulted in some inconsistencies in use of the assessment criteria. Using the same panel for both rounds had advantages, in that during the second round consensus was achieved more quickly and the panel had increased focus on development aspects.

Conclusion: Grant assessment panels for such complex research applications need to have topic- and context-specific expertise. They must also understand research capacity issues and have a flexible but equitable and transparent approach. This study has developed and tested an approach for evaluating the operation of such panels and has generated lessons that can promote coherence and transparency among
grant-makers and ultimately make the award-making process more effective.
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Introduction
The use of peer review by expert panels is a well-established method for assessing scientific research and for evaluating grant applications (Abdoul et al., 2012; Coryn et al., 2007; Lawrenz et al., 2012; Wooten et al., 2014). Most of the literature on peer review focuses on how to ensure transparency and reliability in the peer review process. However, except for Lamont’s (2009) in-depth work, a Cochrane review (Demicheli & Di Pietrantonj, 2007) and a recent review (Guthrie et al., 2017), little research has been conducted into the peer review process of grant applications; the few studies that have been conducted focused on individual research projects (Abdoul et al., 2012) and national research collaborations (Klein & Olbrecht, 2011).

Overseas aid investments in science and technology are increasingly being channelled into international consortia models (El Ansari et al., 2007; UKCDS, 2015). Such research consortia usually comprise research institutions in high-income countries (HIC) and low- and middle-income countries (LMIC). Such consortia generally aim to generate innovative science through world-class research and to strengthen research capacity at the individual, institutional, and national/international level. For the HIC country partners, these collaborations provide a rich experience and understanding of working in developing countries and opportunities to adapt innovations for different contexts. The LMIC institutions benefit from exposure to a diversity of world-class equipment and facilities that help strengthen individual and institutional research capacity (Dean et al., 2015; Syed et al., 2012).

Much of the literature on peer review has focused on review of articles for publication. Peer review by panels evaluating research applications has received much less attention (Klein & Olbrecht, 2011) and we could find no publications about the peer review process for multi-national science consortia. There is therefore almost no evidence to guide good practice for peer review of these complex applications. In order to select consortia for funding, peer review panels have to assess consortia’s potential for achieving the dual aims of generating high-quality science and strengthening LMIC research capacity at all three levels (i.e. individual, institutional, societal). These aims are complex and interlinked, and so the review panel need to have topic- and context-specific expertise and a flexible but equitable approach (Wessely, 1998). Given the amount of money invested globally in trans-national research consortia, there is a pressing need to understand how funding decisions are made and to develop an evidence base that can help to promote coherence and transparency within and among grant-makers, to ultimately make the process more effective.

This article describes the use of qualitative research to explore the peer review process used for awarding grants to ten multi-national natural science research consortia. The scheme was specifically designed and budgeted to support ten consortia which were funded through a UK grant-making institution over two annual rounds of applications (2014 and 2015). Each consortium consists of three research institutions in sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) and one in the United Kingdom (UK). Applications were restricted to three research priority areas: renewable energy, soil-related science and water and sanitation. In addition to generating high-quality research, a key goal of the programme was to strengthen the research capacity of universities and research institutions in SSA by strengthening research infrastructure and the development of sustainable research networks. This was to be achieved by establishing multidisciplinary partnerships between the UK and SSA, strengthening research training capacity in SSA and establishing a PhD scholarship scheme with shared UK-SSA supervision.

The study into the peer review process was conducted by the Capacity Research Unit (CRU) at the Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine (LSTM). CRU is an independent research team, external to the grant-making body. CRU’s role was to undertake a developmental evaluation of the programme, conduct research into the research capacity strengthening processes of the programme and generate learning that could be used to improve the programme in (near to) real-time. Developmental evaluation (Patton, 2011) is an evaluation approach that helps to introduce change within uncertain and complex environments. It provides feedback to programme staff to inform a quality improvement loop. Consequently, this paper describes the process for selecting consortia in round one and using learning from this round to adjust the round two selection process. The research focused on exploring how closely the peer review selection process matched the overall goal of the programme, how reviewers used the assessment criteria and how final funding decisions were reached.

Methods
In the absence of validated, published methods for research in evaluating peer review of multi-national research consortia, we applied relevant, well-established, qualitative research methods to collect data at three stages of the selection process: pre-award document review, observation of the award-making...
panel meetings and post-award interviews with panel members. The selection panel consisted of 20 peer reviewers. The face to face meetings of the panel were attended in person by 17 (round one) and 16 (round two) reviewers. Panel members unable to attend the face to face meeting provided written comments. The panel comprised three women and 14 men (round one) and three women and 13 men (round two). Three reviewers for each round were from Africa and the rest were from the UK or European Union. Their expertise covered water and sanitation (two per round), soil science (two per round), renewable energy (seven per round) and other relevant disciplines (5–6 per round).

Structured overt observations of the two panel meetings were carried out to systematically document the process (Supplementary file 1 and Supplementary file 2) and semi-structured interviews (Supplementary file 3) were conducted with purposively selected panel members after the meetings. The interviews were designed to gain in-depth understanding of how the assessment criteria were understood and used and perceptions about the overall selection process. They were also used to validate data obtained from observations of the selection panel meetings.

Document reviews
Among the 73 eligible applications (26 in round one, 47 in round two) submitted to the award-making institution, 34 were shortlisted for full review (15 in round one, 19 in round two): 6/6 (round one/round two) in renewable energy, 4/8 in soil-related science, and 5/5 in water and sanitation. Each eligible application was scored by three panel members who were assigned applications on the basis of their relevant expertise. Applications that met the assessment criteria and had highest scores were shortlisted. Each shortlisted application was reviewed by at least five external specialists and their comments taken into consideration during the final selection meeting.

Guidance notes for panel members on the conduct of the face to face meeting and the assessment criteria, and summary details of the shortlisted applications for both rounds, were provided to us by the grant-awarding institution. We were not involved in the shortlisting process. We used a pre-designed matrix to extract information from the panel guidance notes about the assessment criteria against which applications were to be judged, the role of the panel members, the role of the panel chair and the panel code of conduct.

Observation of peer review selection panel meetings
Overt observation of the panel meetings involved the direct observation (Lamont, 2009; McNaughton et al., 2013) of the panel in their natural setting; as observer-researchers we did not participate in the process. The observations of each panel review meeting were conducted by three (round one) or two (round two) researchers. The researchers gave a brief presentation at the beginning of each meeting outlining the role of CRU within the programme and the purpose of their observations during the panel meetings. Panel members were given the opportunity to ask questions and the researchers gave an undertaking to maintain confidentiality and anonymity.

An iterative approach was used for the observation of the round one panel meeting to allow flexibility in the research approach. This was important as there was no published relevant research in this area and there were no appropriate data collection tools or findings that could be used or adapted. We used the assessment criteria in the panel guidance document to develop tools that enabled data to be collected against each criterion during observation of the selection panel meeting (see box 1 and box 3). In addition, the data collection for the observation of the panel meeting for the first round of shortlisted applications was partially influenced by a Swedish Research Council publication that broadly explored the modus operandi of its evaluation panels (Ahlquist et al., 2013). This document primarily influenced the development and content of observation matrices used for note-taking during the overt observation.

**Box 1. Selection criteria presented at the start of the peer review panel meeting**

**Primary considerations**
- Quality of the research
- Quality of the research teams involved
- Quality of candidates for PhD scholarships (if already identified)
- Quality of the training/supervision plans for:
  - PhD Students covered by scholarships
  - Wider training programme for other researchers and technicians

**Additional considerations:**
- Indication of host institutions’ capability and willingness to utilise the programme for the development of their own research strategy
- Diversity: good spread across the SSA region, including non-Anglophone countries
- Spread across the three priority research areas
- Support for early to mid-career scientists
- Support for female scientists
Box 2. Summary of findings from round one and actions taken by grant making organisation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Findings from round one</th>
<th>Recommendations for changes</th>
<th>Actions taken by grant makers for round two</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Some inconsistencies in assessment criteria with little explanation on importance and weighting</td>
<td>Panel guidance notes for round two should include more details about the assessment criteria, including weightings</td>
<td>Clarity and specificity of assessment criteria guidelines were improved (see box 3 for details)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The focus and order of discussion was slightly different for each application</td>
<td>Develop a more standardised approach/guidance to ensure that all assessment criteria and their differential weightings are discussed adequately and in order. A possible approach could be: - all priority assessment criteria presented by main and secondary speakers - any other comments not covered in the assessment criteria by main and secondary speakers - consultation of all panel members until decision is reached</td>
<td>Clarity and specificity of assessment criteria guidelines were improved (see box 3 for details)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most of the panel members were UK-based, although the programme goal is to strengthen science research capacity in sub-Saharan Africa</td>
<td>Diversity panel composition to include more panel members from SSA and non-Anglophone backgrounds</td>
<td>Panel members were the same for both rounds although there were some differences in availability and attendance between the two rounds.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Box 3. Assessment criteria provided for panel members for round two (revised based on experiences from round one)

1. Applications should initially be assessed based on scientific strengths by considering the following points:
   - Excellent quality of overall research programme
   - Strong individual research projects
   - Strong research background of scientists
   - Strong track record of host institutions
   - Excellent quality of proposed PhD research projects (including how well they integrate with overall research project)
   - Financial plan

2. Once the scientific strength of the application has been determined then the strength of capacity strengthening should be assessed considering the following points:
   - Host institutions have capability and resolve to utilise the programme for the long-term development of their own research strategy/aspiration
   - Wider training programme for other researchers and laboratory technicians
   - Clearly research active lead members
   - Likelihood that support will lead to institutional changes and long-term benefits for the African partners

3. Additional points to consider:
   - Consortium lead members who are female
   - Africa lead members that are early to mid-career scientists
   - Multi-disciplinary applications
   - Inclusion of non-Anglophone countries

For the round two panel meeting, the observation matrices were revised based on lessons learned from observation of the round one meeting. The main changes were to combine the two matrices into one with sub-divisions for key assessment themes (scientific strength, research capacity strengthening, other assessment criteria, themes not covered in assessment criteria). This matrix was completed for each shortlisted application as it was discussed by the panel members (Supplementary file 2). The observation of the round two panel meeting used the same researcher’s observation guide as in round one to ensure methodological consistency. As in round one, the round two observation focussed on processes and contents, verbal and non-verbal communication of panel members and any other relevant observations, with particular emphasis on which and how assessment criteria were used. This was because the award-making institution had made adjustments to the assessment criteria to improve clarity and to make it compulsory to include strengthening of laboratories based on our recommendations after the first panel meeting.

Data management and analysis of panel meeting observations.
All the researchers’ hand-written observation notes were transferred onto an Excel spreadsheet. These data were coded and analysed under the a priori categories of ‘assessment criteria’ and ‘other observations’. Items with the same code that emerged from the data were amalgamated into themes during debriefing.
discussions among the researchers after each panel meeting observation. This process facilitated a balanced interpretation of the data and helped reduce the subjectivity of the researchers’ interpretations. The frequency with which key items were discussed at the meeting was also calculated. The datasets concerning the observations of the panel meetings have not been made available because they contain sensitive information and it was not possible to anonymize them without losing the meaning of the data.

**Interviews with panel members**

Semi-structured interviews (Supplementary file 3) with nine (six in round one, three in round two) purposively selected panel members were conducted after each of the two meetings to explore their views and perceptions of the award-making process. The choice of panel members to interview was designed to maximise diversity in nationality, expertise profile and gender. Interviews were conducted by two researchers by phone/Skype within three months of the panel meeting.

The assessment criteria were also used to inform the guides used to interview panel members. The interview guide topics included panel members’ experiences and perceptions of the award selection process, their role in the panel and their understanding of scientific excellence, research capacity strengthening and research partnerships. Since these interviews revealed some differences between interviewees’ responses, the interview guide was revised after round one so that these differences could be explored in more depth during the round two interviews. Interviews lasted 30–60 minutes. They were audio-recorded (with permission) and the interviewers took notes summarising the main issues discussed under each topic (Dataset 1). Interviewees were assured that the information they gave would be treated confidentially and anonymously to avoid the possibility that panel members’ quotes could be attributable. Since the number of interviewees was small, demographic details for interviewees’ quotes have not been provided in order to maintain anonymity.

**Findings**

In line with the developmental nature of this study, the findings are presented as a narrative, following the chronological order of the events covering the pre-award (document review), award-making (observation of panel meetings) and post-award (interviews with panel members) stages.

**Round one**

**Pre-award process.** The award-making institution received 26 eligible applications for round one of the programme grant. During the initial assessment stage, each panel member was allocated a selection of the eligible applications based on their area of expertise. Each application was assessed independently by three panel members using scores between one (poor) and seven (outstanding) against the assessment criteria. Fifteen applications were shortlisted for external review, six in water and sanitation, six in renewable energy and three in soil-related science. At least five external specialists assessed each application and their reports were sent to the panel members prior to the panel meeting. Their scores were collated and applications were ranked according to their average score. Each application, with its external specialists’ reports, was allocated to three of the panel members to lead on the discussion during the award-making meeting.

**Award-making panel meeting.** The round one panel meeting started with a general introduction of all participants, followed by a presentation by the award making institution giving relevant background information about the programme and a brief outline of the selection criteria to be used when discussing the applications during the meeting (box 1).

These assessment criteria reflected those in the panel guidance notes. However, an indication of the differential weighting between ‘primary’ and ‘additional considerations’ was provided in the introductory presentation at the panel meeting but was not included in the written guidance the panel members received in advance of the meeting.

**Process:** The overall format of discussion of each application was consistent throughout the meeting and the applications were not discussed in any particular order (e.g. alphabetical) which may have introduced bias. One panel member led on each proposal and presented their opinion of the application before the other two panel members contributed their
comments. After the discussion of the application by the three panel members assigned to that application, all panel members were invited to express their views about the proposed project.

Applications were assigned to each panel member according to their area of expertise while aiming to also provide diversity in terms of Francophone or Anglophone and UK or SSA-based. The observation revealed that the three panel members assigned to discuss a selected application demonstrated a thorough understanding of what was written in the proposals and took into account the applicants’ expertise and backgrounds. Panel members consistently made use of the external reviewers’ comments to inform discussions about the applications. A summary report of the discussions was provided for successful applicants.

In total panel members spent 189 minutes (excluding breaks and general discussions) discussing the 15 applications (average 13 minutes per application), spending an average of 15 minutes on applications they recommended for a grant and 11 minutes on proposals that were not successful. In one instance, panel members spent 20 minutes on a ‘maybe’ application that straddled the boundary between success and rejection. It was decided that ‘maybe’ applications would be discussed further after the panel members had gone through all proposals. The rationale was that this allowed for more informed decisions of ‘maybe’ applications as panel members could compare these to all other applications.

Content: The observations revealed substantial variations in how each application was presented and therefore how it was discussed by the panel members. Panel members were not asked to use a specific format for presenting applications and, although most spoke to several of the assessment criteria, not all criteria were discussed for each application (see Table 1 for frequency of themes discussed for each round). Scientific excellence and innovation were given the greatest attention by panel members as well as the applicants’ credentials (e.g. number of publications, journal impact factors, frequency of publication) and success in obtaining grants, including prior collaborative projects.

Research capacity strengthening was discussed for almost all applications but for a shorter time and in less detail than scientific excellence. It was often used as an additional selection criterion to differentiate between two applications of similar quality. The observation revealed that panel members commonly used the term ‘capacity strengthening’ in relation to research training for individuals, including PhD candidates. There were limited discussions surrounding broader aspects of capacity strengthening such as PhD supervision plans and the institutional research infrastructure. Other aspects of some, but not all, applications were discussed by the panel, such as presentation of the application, budgets and applicant’s career age (i.e. research-active years since their PhD) especially in relation to their potential (in)experience of managing large awards. Unsuccessful applicants received feedback based on a summary of the discussions at the panel meeting and pre-meeting written reviews.

Post award interviews with panel members
Interviews with panel members after the selection meeting showed that they were positive about the process and emphasised the high levels of rigour, collaboration and balanced expertise of the panel members. Their assessment was primarily based on their previous experiences of serving on other review panels. Responses to questions about how the panel worked as a team showed that all those interviewed agreed that the committee was cooperative and respectful and that panel members were given enough time to speak and listened to each other. Interviewees highlighted that for each application consensus was reached based on thorough and constructive discussions. A few interviewees attributed the successful functioning of the panel to effective chairing of the meeting.

Specific expertise in one or more of the three priority research areas of the programme was quoted as the main reason why panel members believed they were approached to participate in the review process. One panel member also thought she had been selected because she was female and an African panel member felt he was invited because he could provide an African perspective and contextual expertise. He noted that during the review process he ‘scrutinised the applications with regard to development relevance for Africa’.

Most interviewees felt that they were provided with clear guidelines about how to review the applications. However, interview data mirrored the researchers’ observations that for some aspects panel members had different understandings about the interpretation or weighting of the assessment criteria, particularly relating to the balance between scientific excellence and research capacity strengthening, as the following two quotes exemplify:

‘… the starting point was quality of science … the tiebreaker was actually the capacity building aspect. Maybe naively I thought it would be the other way round … So I was perhaps surprised that the quality of science dominated …’ (Interviewee 5)

‘It could have been the best science ever, but if it did not have the capacity building, it wasn’t going to get funded. I did feel genuinely that we were steered to look at that and give that significant weighting.’(Interviewee 3)

Interview data showed that panel members had a common understanding of scientific excellence, focussing primarily on innovative research projects and the applicants’ publication and grant records. However, responses to interview questions about what they thought were key characteristics of research capacity strengthening showed a range of different responses. Characteristics mentioned by the various panel members included: sustainable physical and human infrastructure of institutions, multi-disciplinary and international collaborations, training of researchers at different levels (including students, postdoctoral researchers and supervisors), research uptake strategies and sustainable monitoring and evaluation processes. There did
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Number of times mentioned during meeting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Themes</strong></td>
<td>Round 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scientific strengths</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant skills &amp; work experience, including background-track record of PI and co investigators</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientific excellence</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selection/composition of partners - Quality of researchers and teams in research priority area</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novelty/innovation of research</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of research methods used</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial plan including equipment</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaborative experience/connection of team members</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication record of scientists</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research leadership of scientists</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of scientific hypothesis/objectives/research questions</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa experience of UK scientists</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strength of capacity strengthening plans</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development relevance</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhD plan and support</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific training of/for: - use of equipment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- technicians</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- research specific training</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- PhD student supervision</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- career progression possibilities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- budget for capacity strengthening</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research capacity strengthening</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research capacity training plan</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likelihood for institutional change through South-to-South learning</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainability aspect</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Existing research infrastructure African institutions</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevance of research training</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strengths of UK institution with regard to capacity strengthening</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Including postdocs in programmes for sustainable research capacity strengthening</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other assessment criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender issues considered</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anglophone/francophone balance</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Career age of African scientists</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multidisciplinary application of research project</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female lead members</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
not appear to be a common understanding of the concept of ‘research capacity strengthening’ among the panel members.

**Learning generated by developmental evaluation of round one selection process and used to influence round two.** Recommendations for improvements to the selection panel process for round two were derived from the findings from research into round one selection processes (box 2). These recommendations included improving the clarity and specificity of assessment criteria guidelines, a more standardised structure for presenting each application and increasing the diversity of the panel.

**Round two**

**Pre-award process.** The shortlisting process for the 47 eligible applications was the same as for round one except for the use of revised guidance on assessment criteria (see box 3).

**Award-making panel meeting.** The overall format of the panel meeting was similar to round one with presentation of the applications by the relevant lead panel members, followed by open discussion by the whole panel.

**Process.** Compared to round one, there was less variation in how the applications were discussed and more consensus in the decision-making. In total panel members spent 178 minutes (excluding breaks and general discussions) discussing the shortlisted 19 applications (average 9 minutes/application versus 13 minutes/application in round one). The relative time spent on successful, unsuccessful and ‘maybe’ applications was similar to that in round one. Panel members spent on average 11 minutes on the 5 applications they recommended for a grant (15 minutes in round one), 9 minutes on the 14 unsuccessful proposals (11 minutes in round one) and 14 minutes on the ‘maybe’ applications (20 minutes in round one).

**Content.** Compared to round one there was less variation in the focal areas of the discussions concerning scientific strength. These areas covered reviewers’ scoring, the novelty of the research, research methods and how well individual research projects were integrated within a consortium (see Table 1 for frequency of themes discussed for each round). The panel also discussed areas not covered in round one and not included in the revised assessment guidance, such as dissemination of research findings, transferability of results and risk assessments. Compared to round one there was also more discussion on development relevance for Africa and greater consensus among the panel regarding applications recommended and not recommended for funding which was reflected in the shorter time needed to discuss each application in round two compared to round one.

There were no major differences between round one and round two in how panel members discussed the credentials of scientists and their complementarity within consortia. Discussions focused on applicants’ complementary research backgrounds, especially their publication and grant records, frequently using the term ‘well-published’.

Research capacity strengthening components of applications were discussed in 13 out of the 19 applications; these were not necessarily those in which scientific strength was considered to be possibly insufficient. The panel considered many of the points under research capacity strengthening that were listed in the revised guidance notes (e.g., relevance of training, equipment and statistics training, cross partner training). However, the training of laboratory technicians was only discussed once and there was limited consideration of how proposals would impact on the wider research infrastructure. Although sustainable research networks were mentioned as a goal of the scheme this topic was not explicitly discussed by the panel members.
Post award interviews with panel members

All three interviewees assessed the award-making process positively, commenting particularly on how well the panel worked as a group, the chairing of the meeting and how the panel made informed decisions about funding. They highlighted a high level of mutual respect among the panel members and an increased level of familiarity with the process based on experiences from round one. Despite using the revised assessment guidance notes in round two, the interviews revealed that there was still some ambiguity in the interpretation of the weighting of the assessment criteria. Whereas two panel members highlighted the importance of scientific strength, noting ‘we have to select science, capacity strengthening was always the second tier’, another panel member (Interviewee 7) explained:

‘When I review them [applications], I am likely to look at capacity enhancement first, rather than the science, and there is a little bit too much focus on science, and not on the capacity aspect or training aspect, the training programme.’

One panel member felt that capacity strengthening was given less attention during this panel meeting compared to the previous one, but in contrast another interviewee (Interviewee 8) noted that there was more consensus around the focus on capacity strengthening issues:

‘I think that [discussion of capacity strengthening] is one thing that I would say was stronger, the 2015 round compared to the 2014…..I think the panel really did appreciate and did really grasp some of the key issues in capacity strengthening this time to a significantly greater extent than during the previous occasion.’

In line with the panel guidance notes, interviewees noted that additional points, such as gender and the career level (i.e. early- or mid-career) of African scientists and non-Anglophone applications, were discussed in less detail than scientific strength and capacity strengthening.

Discussion

This study primarily used structured, overt observations and semi-structured interviews to explore the peer review process used by an award-making institution to select ten UK-Africa natural science research consortia over two annual rounds. The selection panel had been constituted to include expertise across the three different scientific areas (i.e. renewable energy, soil-related sciences and water and sanitation), women and Francophone and African members. The panel constitution was generally consistent for both rounds of awards which facilitated inter-round comparisons and helped ensure consistency in standards between the two rounds. Using the same panel for both rounds had advantages in that during the second round they achieved consensus more quickly and increased their focus on development aspects in addition to scientific aspects. Consideration was given to increasing the diversity of the panel for round two, but, ironically given the funding criterion of ‘support for women scientists’, this proved difficult given the relative paucity of women and African scientists in these three research areas. It was this capacity problem that the programme was designed to address.

Members of funding panels can benefit directly from the experience (Guthrie et al., 2017) because it expands their knowledge of the research process, so not including more women on the panel may perpetuate the paucity of women scientists. Funding and grant-making agencies have a key role to play in ensuring diversity on peer-review panels (Lamont & Huutoniemi, 2012).

The shortlisting process was similar for both rounds of awards and broadly followed the benchmark process used by many grant-awarding bodies (RCUK, 2006). The benchmark describes how submitted proposals should be assessed by some combination of external referees, peer review panels and expert programme managers and final reports should be provided for successful applications. For this UK-Africa award, the final assessment panel comprised only scientists. Each eligible application was scored by three panel members. Those with the highest scores that were considered to have met the assessment criteria were shortlisted. Each shortlisted application was reviewed by at least five external reviewers and their reviews were considered alongside the panel members’ reviews in the final selection meeting. Scores for each application were pooled across panel members and then each application was discussed individually. Notwithstanding this in-depth process for making decisions about applications, there is evidence that panel discussions may not improve the reliability of such evaluations (Fogelholm et al., 2012; Jayasinghe et al., 2006).

The study showed that panel members demonstrated a good understanding of the contents of the applications and took the relevance of applicants’ credentials into consideration in their decision making. Panel members themselves were positive about the process, particularly the rigour, collaboration and diversity of expertise. Compared to their experience on other review panels, some members noted that the task for this panel was particularly challenging because of the need to cover three different natural science areas and many different countries. Compared to round one, in round two there was more discussion on development relevance for Africa, suggesting increased awareness of its importance in meeting the goals of the programme. There was also greater consensus among the panel regarding applications to be recommended or not recommended for an award. The relative time spent on different types of applications was consistent between the two rounds. The shortest time was spent on unsuccessful applications and the longest time on those initially classified as ‘maybe’. This timing pattern has been observed elsewhere (Ahlquist et al., 2013) and suggests that negotiations about funding decisions are most critical for applications that are close to the boundary.

In general, the panel based their assessments of the applications on the guidance notes. However, even for round two there were some inconsistencies in the written and oral information provided to the panel members concerning differential weighting between primary and secondary considerations. In response to findings from the evaluation of the first round of award selection, the clarity and specificity of assessment criteria guidelines were improved. The subjectivity and lack of consistency in the use
of criteria by reviewers can adversely affect the reliability and validity of the assessment. Since this may result in mistrust among grant applicants about the review process it has been found that it is important to ensure transparency in the review process by, for example providing definitions for each assessment criterion (Abdoul et al., 2012). A statistical model has been proposed to analyse peer review scores for grant applications which accounts for differences in reviewers scoring patterns, ratings from preliminary scores and group discussions and the final results. Initial findings from application of the model to a US peer review system suggested that it would have resulted in a 25% change in the funded proposals (Johnson, 2008). It is also recognised that the cognitive and professional perspectives of reviewers influence their decisions, so peer review cannot be an objective process characterised by a consistent application of a set of criteria (Lamont & Huutoniemi, 2012). The need for consistent criteria seems to be of more concern to science disciplines than social science and humanities, perhaps because the latter disciplines are more conscious of the effect of intersubjectivity (Lamont & Huutoniemi, 2012).

Panel members were not given a specific format for presenting their summary reviews of applications. This resulted in significant variations in the sequencing and coverage of topics discussed for each application. Although scientific excellence and the applicants’ credentials were always discussed, some assessment criteria were not used at all for some applications. This may have been appropriate since, if the main criteria of high quality science and suitable applicants were fulfilled, then other factors may not have warranted consideration. However, it did mean that for a few applications, secondary criteria such as research capacity strengthening, gender and career stage, were not discussed. If the award-making institution wants such factors to be taken into account for every application in an unbiased non-subjective way, then it may be necessary to introduce a scoring system, with clear definitions for each score, as part of the panel meeting process. There was much emphasis throughout the review process on scientific excellence. However the notion of ‘excellence’ in scientific research has been criticised as having little meaning and it has been suggested that it should be replaced by ‘soundness and capacity-building’ (Moore et al., 2017). Feedback was provided to unsuccessful applicants summarizing strengths and weaknesses of the proposal. There is scope to improve the amount and quality of such feedback given the amount of time and effort that goes into reviewing each proposal. Such feedback can be very helpful for applicants (Barnett et al., 2015) and grant-making bodies may want to consider how they could improve the quality of feedback for example, by providing audio transcripts of panel meetings.

There were significant variations in the panel members’ understanding of the term ‘research capacity strengthening’, which mirrors the current lack of clarity regarding the definition of this term in the literature (Dean et al., 2017; Gadsby, 2011). When the UK-Africa programme was first conceived, the capacity strengthening element focused on training for individuals. However since then the importance of the research environment in enabling researchers to utilise their training effectively has been increasingly recognised. This has resulted in a shift in research funders’ focus towards strengthening institutions’ research systems and infrastructure (Bates et al., 2014; ESSENCE, 2014). To facilitate a common understanding of the concept of ‘research capacity strengthening’ the panel would have benefitted from clearer guidance about the definition as applied to this programme and more detailed assessment criteria. In evaluating complex applications that address the dual goals of high quality science and research capacity strengthening there is a tension between having enough assessment criteria to be able to evaluate contextual and collaborative variables without over-burdening the reviewers and making the assessment process too cumbersome. For panels that have to assess these dual goals there is also a balance to be struck between traditional scientific criteria and criteria related to, for example, research culture and infrastructure, that are important to achieve training and capacity building objectives (Wooten et al., 2014).

**Study strengths and limitations**

The overt observation method was chosen because it would yield a rich amount of data when exploring the award-making process, how panel members used the guidance notes and how the two rounds of award-making differed from each other. The presence of more than one researcher taking independent notes at each meeting and discussing findings among researchers immediately after the meeting promoted an unbiased interpretation of the data and enabled the researchers to document processes and interactions that the panel members themselves might consider self-evident or not worth mentioning. However, overt observation does not allow exploration of the cause of observed phenomena and it is not possible to be confident that observations represent normal behaviours since subjects may act differently when they know they are being watched (McNaughton et al., 2013). To mitigate this possibility the observation data were compared with information from the semi-structured interviews with panel members. The interviews provided information about experiences of the panel members which could not be captured through observations. It is possible that interviewees might have given responses that did not truly reflect their feelings as they were aware that information might be shared (anonymously) with the award making institution. Therefore, before each interview the interviewees were reassured that their information would be treated confidentially and anonymously.

**Generalisable lessons learnt about evaluating complex multi-national research consortia applications**

1. The constitution of the panel should be diverse enough to reflect the scientific topics, LMIC context, gender and language of the applications and should be maintained across different rounds of awards to ensure consistency.

2. The shortlisting and selection process, with involvement of external reviewers, pooled scores and discussions during the panel meeting, is in line with funders’ benchmarks and can be applied to these complex consortia applications to provide a rigorous and equitable selection mechanism.

3. Assessment criteria need to be defined in terms of content and their weighting. The number of assessment criteria should be limited to those most relevant to the programme’s aims to enhance consistency during the discussions.
4. The guidelines should specify whether criteria such as gender and career stage must be considered in all cases, or whether they should only be used as ‘tie breakers’ and how much weight they should carry.

5. For programmes which have dual (but not exclusive) aims of generating high quality research and strengthening research capacity:
   a. the relative weighting of each of the goals needs to be made explicit
   b. assessment guidelines need to be clear about how to evaluate the research capacity strengthening component of applications and panel members need to all have the same understanding of what research capacity strengthening means in the context of the programme.

Conclusions
This study provides an evaluation of the complex process of awarding grants to multi-national, multi-disciplinary science research consortia. It provides insights into how the award process was designed and conducted and gauged how closely the process matched the overall aims of the programme which were to support both high quality science research and development of research capacity in the African institutions. Research consortia are one of the most popular ways of funding collaborative multi-national research because, compared to a single site study, they provide additional benefits such as greater generalisability of findings and a more comprehensive understanding of the issues. Multi-disciplinary consortia can also create synergies that make them more influential in catalysing changes in policies and programmes and they can help to address inequality of resources and research opportunities among partners. The diversity and complexity of multi-partner consortia presents challenges and potential risks, such as inequity between partners and lack of cohesion around common goals and expectations (Dean et al., 2015), that need to be considered in the selection process. It is important for award-making institutions involved in these complex, consortia-based research models to put in place mechanisms for robust and systematic learning and to be flexible enough to incorporate changes into subsequent selection processes to make the award-making process more effective. All those involved in grant-making need to acknowledge and analyse the uncertainty in the peer-review process, to recognize that there is a lack of evidence and openness around the process, and to promote experimentation into ways of funding research that are efficient and transparent (Guthrie et al., 2017)
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The authors have answered my queries well and I have only minor comments.

The previous Cochrane review of funding peer review is probably also worth reading and citing: “Peer review for improving the quality of grant applications”, 18 April 2007.

The “success” of the panel (mentioned in the “Post award interviews with panel members” section) is the perceived success of how the applications were discussed and not whether the panel selected the best applications. Maybe this should be “successful functioning of the panel” or similar.

Minor comment
• Double full stop at the end of the sentence, “Post award interviews with panel members…”
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It's good to read a thoughtful reflection on how peer review panels function given their importance for research. This study looked at a funding scheme that covered a range of fields and had an important aim of funding international groups to work on overseas aid projects.

It would be worthwhile citing the recent systematic review in this area (Guthrie et al., 2017), which includes some additional references that consider the question whether panel meetings are worth the additional costs compared with independent reviews.

The panel's gender split was nowhere near 50:50. This was commented on in the results in that it: “proved difficult given the relative paucity of women and African scientists in these three research areas." Part of the criteria for funding is “Support for female scientists”, but the group organizing the panel is ironically not adhering to this. Taking part in a panel can benefit researchers as it is a tremendous way to learn how to write a good proposal. As Guthrie et al state, “Members of funding panels may also benefit directly from their membership.” Hence not selecting women on the panel may just perpetuate the “paucity” of female scientists in this area and the funding agencies could be a key group for addressing this problem.

Was there any discussion of the funding line and how many proposals might be funded? This often shapes the discussion as if only a handful of proposals can be funded then the panels members know that only the very best will get funding.

The authors state: “There is evidence that pooling scores across a panel increases reliability compared to using scores produced by individuals’ reviewers (Fogelholm et al., 2012)” But the main conclusion of Fogelholm's paper was: “panel discussions per se did not improve the reliability of the evaluation.”

What order were proposals discussed in? The order of the day can matter (e.g., reviewers being more alert in the morning), and ideally the proposals should be assessed in a random order to remove any long-term biases (e.g., from alphabetical ordering).

What feedback was given to applicants? This is an important part of the process and given that panels cost time and money to assemble it would be worth giving detailed feedback so that applicants can improve. A funding scheme that I was involved in gave audio transcripts of the panel meeting to applicants (Barnett et al., 2015), which was greatly appreciated by applicants.

This point maybe outside the scope of the paper, but there is a great emphasis on “excellence” in this funding scheme, but “excellence” has little meaning in research as pointed out here: https://www.nature.com/articles/palcomms2016105, and the authors of that paper conclude that “soundness and capacity-building” are far better criteria.

Minor comments:
• Did any of the panel members also have applications being assessed?

• It would be useful to include a link to the funding scheme or a list of the winning proposals.

• I was surprised to read the Journal Impact Factors were used, given that they are a poor proxy the individual quality of papers.

• The authors state: “The peer review process is known to be influenced by the constitution of the panel with more deference between members of multi-disciplinary panels in which their expertise does not substantially overlap (Lamont & Huutoniemi, 2012), a finding which was confirmed by this study.” I did not read this as a major finding of this study and it was not highlighted in the results, nor was there any formal analysis that covered this. I think this needs expanding in the results to make such a strong statement in the conclusion.

• “There was also greater consensus among the panel regarding applications to be recommended or not recommended for an award” This finding was not shown in results.
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**If applicable, is the statistical analysis and its interpretation appropriate?**
Not applicable

**Are all the source data underlying the results available to ensure full reproducibility?**
Partly

**Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the results?**
No
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I have read this submission. I believe that I have an appropriate level of expertise to confirm that it is of an acceptable scientific standard, however I have significant reservations, as outlined above.

Author Response 18 Dec 2017

Imelda Bates, Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine, Pembroke Place, UK

Response to Adrian Barnett, Institute of Health and Biomedical Innovation, Queensland University of Technology, Kelvin Grove, Qld, Australia

It’s good to read a thoughtful reflection on how peer review panels function given their importance for research. This study looked at a funding scheme that covered a range of fields and had an important aim of funding international groups to work on overseas aid projects.

It would be worthwhile citing the recent systematic review in this area (Guthrie et al., 20171), which includes some additional references that consider the question whether panel meetings are worth the additional costs compared with independent reviews.

Response: We agreed that this is a very relevant review and we have included some of its findings in the introduction and discussion sections. We too were surprised by the lack of evidence about the effectiveness of peer-review for guiding funding decisions and also the lack of thoughtful critique about the pros and cons of the process compared to other ways of making funding decisions. Hopefully the Guthrie et al paper may start to stimulate a discussion, and then action, about more cost-effective ways to reach funding decisions.

The panel’s gender split was nowhere near 50:50. This was commented on in the results in that it: “proved difficult given the relative paucity of women and African scientists in these three research areas.” Part of the criteria for funding is “Support for female scientists”, but the group organizing the panel is ironically not adhering to this. Taking part in a panel can benefit researchers as it is a tremendous way to learn how to write a good proposal. As Guthrie et al state, “Members of funding panels may also benefit directly from their membership.” Hence not selecting women on the panel may just perpetuate the “paucity” of female scientists in this area and the funding agencies could be a key group for addressing this problem.

Response: We have expanded discussion of the gender make-up of the panel in the discussion, and the potential consequences for lack of diversity of perpetuating inequality, and we have also mentioned of the role of funders in helping to make this happen.

Was there any discussion of the funding line and how many proposals might be funded? This often shapes the discussion as if only a handful of proposals can be funded then the panels members know that only the very best will get funding.

Response: The scheme was specifically designed and budgeted to fund 10 consortia – we have made this clear in the introduction text.

The authors state: “There is evidence that pooling scores across a panel increases reliability compared to using scores produced by individuals’ reviewers (Fogelholm et al., 2012)” But the main conclusion of Fogelholm’s paper was: “panel discussions per se did not improve the reliability of the evaluation.”

Response: We have altered the wording to more closely reflect the conclusion of this paper.

What order were proposals discussed in? The order of the day can matter (e.g., reviewers being
more alert in the morning), and ideally the proposals should be assessed in a random order to remove any long-term biases (e.g., from alphabetical ordering).

**Response:** This is an important consideration which forgot to mention in the paper – the applications were not discussed in any particular order (e.g. alphabetically) and we have included a statement to explain this.

What feedback was given to applicants? This is an important part of the process and given that panels cost time and money to assemble it would be worth giving detailed feedback so that applicants can improve. A funding scheme that I was involved in gave audio transcripts of the panel meeting to applicants (Barnett et al., 2015)², which was greatly appreciated by applicants.

**Response:** This sounds like a great idea and would potentially be very helpful to applicants so we have stressed the need to improve the quality of feedback to applicants and mentioned audio transcripts in the discussion.

This point maybe outside the scope of the paper, but there is a great emphasis on “excellence” in this funding scheme, but “excellence” has little meaning in research as pointed out here: https://www.nature.com/articles/palcomms2016105³, and the authors of that paper conclude that “soundness and capacity-building” are far better criteria.

**Response:** We too are not comfortable with the idea of ‘excellence’ but this was the term used in the panel discussions. We have quoted the Nature reference you suggested in an attempt to encourage readers to think critically about this term in the context of research.

Minor comments:

- Did any of the panel members also have applications being assessed? **Response:** there were a couple of occasions when members declared a conflict of interest because they had a connection with the applicants. They were not present in the room during discussions about these applications.

- It would be useful to include a link to the funding scheme or a list of the winning proposals.

**Response:** In our ethics application for this research we gave an undertaking to maintain anonymity for the participants (i.e. members) so we are not able to provide details of the scheme.

- I was surprised to read the Journal Impact Factors were used, given that they are a poor proxy the individual quality of papers.

**Response:** We agree that impact factors are increasingly recognised as a poor proxy for quality but we have presented the observations as we noted them at the time.

- The authors state: “The peer review process is known to be influenced by the constitution of the panel with more deference between members of multi-disciplinary panels in which their expertise does not substantially overlap (Lamont & Huutoniemi, 2012), a finding which was confirmed by this study.” I did not read this as a major finding of this study and it was not highlighted in the results, nor was there any formal analysis that covered this. I think this needs expanding in the results to make such a strong statement in the conclusion.

**Response:** The original statement we included was inferred from some of the comments made by panel members during the interviews. However we recognise that an investigation of how multi-disciplinarity affects the review process was not an objective of this study and
that the evidence to support this statement is not strong, so on reflection we have decided to remove it from the revised version.

- “There was also greater consensus among the panel regarding applications to be recommended or not recommended for an award” This finding was not shown in results.
- **Response:** We have expanded a couple of the sections to highlight findings that indicate greater consensus among panel members in round two. The relevant findings relate to a) less time needed to discuss each application and b) better consensus on a capacity strengthening focus.
- Is the work clearly and accurately presented and does it cite the current literature? Partly
- Is the study design appropriate and is the work technically sound? Yes
- Are sufficient details of methods and analysis provided to allow replication by others? Yes
- If applicable, is the statistical analysis and its interpretation appropriate? Not applicable
- Are all the source data underlying the results available to ensure full reproducibility? Partly
- Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the results? No
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This is a timely, well-written and important look at the under-researched area of evaluating peer review for multi-national consortia.
The rise in spend on global development research has meant that complex consortia models are increasingly being used, and the findings will be useful for funders to think about how they could improve effectiveness and practice in this area. A synthesis on the key findings and lessons learned (what works well e.g. pooling scores/what does not work well) would be really useful.

Setting up dual-purpose consortia to achieve scientific excellence and strengthen research capacity is a popular model, and I am not surprised to see tensions and conflicting views on which are more important. As the authors suggest, weighting would help assessment. I also think that research capacity experts could be on future peer review panels to address some of the gaps mentioned in levels of understanding on the topic.

The article highlights that multi-national dual-purpose consortia is a complex model to assess – it was interesting to see the number of areas that peer reviewers take into consideration in table 1. I could see a useful resource emerging to help funders prioritise. I agree that assessment criteria should prioritise areas most closely linked with the goals of the programme – it is a challenge however when there are so many considerations of interest to funders e.g. interdisciplinarity, equitable partnerships, ethics, research uptake/impact, sustainability of networks, expertise within the consortia to deliver on the dual-purpose.

The authors could suggest further research or work that is needed to improve peer review. It would be good to know how peer reviewers are sourced to help inform how to address gaps in the diversity of panels, and also look at the quality of assessment guidelines and how they could be improved, e.g. could they offer frameworks to assess quality that are evidence-based. Beyond peer review, a broader look at whether dual-purpose consortia are the right model for purpose or how they could be improved would be valuable.

The methodology is sound, with and limitations explained and ethical considerations approved. Recent and relevant literature is referenced.

Minor comments include:
- Intro para 4 - sustainable research networks mentioned as a goal but there is no reference later in terms of assessment.
- Table 1 could include overall total for scientific strengths, capacity and other areas.
- 1st para under Discussion – last sentence on Lamont & Huutoniemi, 2012, I did not quite understand.
- Links to the Swedish Research Council publication and statistical model would be useful, and funder assessment guidelines if they can be made accessible.
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**Response to Yaso Kunaratnam**, UK Collaborative on Development Sciences (UKCDS), London, UK

This is a timely, well-written and important look at the under-researched area of evaluating peer review for multi-national consortia.

The rise in spend on global development research has meant that complex consortia models are increasingly being used, and the findings will be useful for funders to think about how they could improve effectiveness and practice in this area. A synthesis on the key findings and lessons learned (what works well e.g. pooling scores/what does not work well) would be really useful.

Setting up dual-purpose consortia to achieve scientific excellence and strengthen research capacity is a popular model, and I am not surprised to see tensions and conflicting views on which are more important. As the authors suggest, weighting would help assessment. I also think that research capacity experts could be on future peer review panels to address some of the gaps mentioned in levels of understanding on the topic.

**Response:** We have now mentioned the need to include research capacity experts on future peer review panels

The article highlights that multi-national dual-purpose consortia is a complex model to assess – it was interesting to see the number of areas that peer reviewers take into consideration in table 1. I could see a useful resource emerging to help funders prioritise. I agree that assessment criteria should prioritise areas most closely linked with the goals of the programme – it is a challenge however when there are so many considerations of interest to funders e.g. interdisciplinarity, equitable partnerships, ethics, research uptake/impact, sustainability of networks, expertise within the consortia to deliver on the dual-purpose.

**Response:** We have indicated that, if confirmed by further studies, the approach used in table 1 might be useful to help funders prioritise

The authors could suggest further research or work that is needed to improve peer review. It would be good to know how peer reviewers are sourced to help inform how to address gaps in the diversity of panels, and also look at the quality of assessment guidelines and how they could be
improved, e.g. could they offer frameworks to assess quality that are evidence-based. Beyond peer review, a broader look at whether dual-purpose consortia are the right model for purpose or how they could be improved would be valuable.

**Response:** It is clear that further work is needed to understand more about the peer review process such as how it compares to other models, and whether consortia are the right models. Although a detailed discussion about these topics is beyond the scope of this paper we have included a couple of references that deal specifically with evidence and research on this topic including a very recent systematic review (Guthrie, et al 2017; Barnett, et al 2015)

The methodology is sound, with and limitations explained and ethical considerations approved. Recent and relevant literature is referenced.

**Minor comments include:**
- **Intro para 4 - sustainable research networks mentioned as a goal but there is no reference later in terms of assessment.**
- **Response:** Networks were not discussed by the panel members and we have stated this in the revised version.
- **Table 1 could include overall total for scientific strengths, capacity and other areas.**
- **Response:** Table 1 has been amended
- **1st para under Discussion – last sentence on Lamont & Huutoniemi, 2012, I did not quite understand.**
- **Response:** This sentence has been adjusted
- **Links to the Swedish Research Council publication and statistical model would be useful, and funder assessment guidelines if they can be made accessible**
- **Response:** Details of the assessment process including sections on criteria, openness and gender equality, are available on the Swedish research Council's website at [https://www.vr.se/inenglish/researchfunding/assessment/assessmentcriteria.4.7257118313b29](https://www.vr.se/inenglish/researchfunding/assessment/assessmentcriteria.4.7257118313b29) (accessed 15 December 2017)
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